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A. Introduction 

 

For a long time it is my wish to make an option for a complete analysis of a game in Toernooibase. It 

was on my bucket list.  

With support of the designer of the Oerterp-applet Hendrik Veenstra I now have made a feature that 

makes it possible for a user (with special rights) of Toernooibase to make this analysis. 

A restriction for myself was, that the whole analysis should be compatible with the official PDN 

(Portable Draughts Notation) 3.0 standard developed by Wieger Wesselink for the FMJD which is 

published at http://pdn.fmjd.org/ 

What does that mean: PDN 3.0 standard? 

Well then we have to look at a PDN-example of an analysis on this site: 

 
 

In this example is visible that the “normal” notation is plain in the document, but variations are in 

parentheses ( ) and text is added between braces {   } in the analysis. 

If a space is needed in the analysis text, you have to surround the space with braces just as all the 

comments 

The Oerterp applet is equipped to handle these conventions and will parse the text correctly, so the 

variations will be playable in the applet. 
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B. The analysis 

 

First I like to show you the analysis, that a normal visitor of Toernooibase gets to see, and the 

features, which are enclosed: 

 

 
In the analytical space/room of Toernooibase at a game, appears a new link “Analysis inserted by (in 

this case) Piet Bouma” when a analysis is published in Toernooibase. 

When we click on this link the analysis is shown: 

 
It is an analysis made by Harm Wiersma of a famous game, where the “Boom-variation” in the Keller-

opening was played. 

 

First of all: I have chosen for the “wooden” display in the applet of an analysis, so it is for a visitor 

clear that this is an analysis of a game instead of the normal display in the “classic” way. 

 

With the link Back to game  a visitor returns to the game with the possibility to make (when he has 

an account)  remarks at the game. 

 

With the link PDN analyze a visitor gets on the screen the pdn-source. See screenprint: 
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A visitor can copy this pdn for own use in other programs. 

In yellow highlighted you see special tags used by Toernooibase, to link to total players results, 

picture of the player and logo/flag of the players club or country. This are special tags, not defined by 

the PDN 3.0 standard, but very useful to show at the applet in Toernooibase. 

 

With the link Link, a visitor can get with rightmouse click the internet address of the analysis without 

the addiotional information (like tournament, round etc. from Toernooibase). 

With this link visitors/users can copy the analysis with for example a wrapper or iframe in their own 

website(s). 
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See screenprint: 

 

 
 

 

On the left of the analyses you see a scrollbar, so you can scroll through the analysis. 

 

And when you click on a move, the selected position will be displayed on the applet. For example 

analyse-variation 16…11-16: 

 

 
 

Also you can use of course the play mode of the Oerterp-applet. And –  I recently discovered  - you 

can use the arrow right (or left if backwards) of the keyboard to play the analysis. 
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Special attention for the settings of the Oerterp-applet: 

 

 
 

The Play Variations is standard “on”. This means that also the variations in the game will be played 

automatically. You can switch it off with the settings (de * under the board). Then only the original 

game will be played. 
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C. Four stages by inserting an analysis 

 

There are four stages when a user with rights wants to insert an analysis into Toernooibase. 

 

a) the analyzemode 

In this stage the user can insert text and variations in a special input box (the place to edit). The user 

sees the notation of the game, text when he has inserted this and also variations if he has inserted 

this. 

With the special signs which are used form the PDN 3.0 standard. Recapitulation: 

(   )  Variations between parentheses 

{  }  Text between braces 

and a special sign – not according to PDN 3.0 standard rules, to perform a hard return into the text of 

the variation: 

{<br>} 

As you see, this is a little html-code between braces. It is not displayed in the PDN offered at the 

analysis, but only for internal use in the Oerterp-applet analysis. 

You can see this analyzemode – for people who remember this  - as the old “under water screen” 

which was used by the famous word processor: WordPerfect. 

 

b) the previewmode 

The previewmode is “you see is what you get” stage. Changes you have made during the 

analyzemode, will be shown in this mode. You then can save changes (if everything looks good) but 

you can also cancel changes when it is not wat you want or something goes completely wrong. 

It is advisable when you make an analysis, to go regularly “go back and forth” between the 

analyzemode and the previewmode, so you don’t make mistakes you cannot change correctly 

anymore. 

 

c) the analysis 

When all text and variations are included and the result is okay, the previewmode is also the analysis. 

However this analysis is in this stage only visible by the annotator and not for the public of 

Toernooibase. This means you can work more periods/days on the analysis until it is perfect in your 

eyes. When you want to show it to all visitors of Toernooibase, you go to the publishmode: 

 

d) publishmode 

As annotator you give the final permission to show the analysis in public. You can always return from 

this publishmode to the analyzemode en previewmode, but watch it: Every change you then make is 

public and almost live visible for audience if they see simultaneously at the game and when they 

refresh the analysis. 
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D. Make an analysis 

 

First of all. I have made a restriction in persons who can insert an analysis in Toernooibase. Players 

with a KNDB-rating above 1300 are allowed to make an analysis. This means that theoretically circa 

200 players can make an analysis. I have made a little query in Toernooibase. From this top 200 

players, 130 players have an account for Toernooibase… 

This restriction guarantees the quality of the analysis. 

The player who is allowed to make an analysis (and not has made one yet a the specified game) sees 

at the applet of a game, the following choices at the analytical space:  

 

 
 

There are added two extra options  

a) Add PDN-analyze Turbodambase  

b) Make analyze with Toernooibase. 

E. Make analyze with Toernooibase. 

We first choose to Make analyze (make an analysis completely with Toernooibase).  

So we click on Make analyse:  

 

 
 

We picked a game from Flevoland Open 2018, which PDN was inserted into Toernooibase from the 

electronic boards. This means that het PDN-tags of the electronic boards are used in display (we have 

stripped the clock times). 
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When we click on the Analyze game, the game appears in the “Analyzemode”. This means that you 

can insert immediately some text and a variation in the input box. 

Imported to see is that we have – instead of PDN 3.0 standard, now a linebreak after each move as 

PDN. It makes the input of text or variations much easier than when notation is all in succession. 

With Preview Changes we can now go to the preview mode: 

 

 
 

We see now the text and the little variation 11. 41-37 is displayed. And when we click on 11. 41-37, 

also the variation in the applet is displayed. 

However, we want to make it better visible with carriage returns (you can also do this afterwards, 

when you completed all text and variations). We submit changes and we are again in the 

analyzemode: 
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With a special copy function of the {<br>} we avoid unnecessary actions (much typework), I have 

placed three carriage returns in the analyzemode. And then I click on preview changes: 

 

 
 

And now I am satisfied with the display of text and variation. I click Submit changes and go again to 

the Analyzemode: 
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Suppose, we are completely finished with the analysis (placed all remarks in text and variations). 

Then we want to publish (or we want to take a break. We than click on the link Back to game. And 

see what has happened at the analytical space: 

 

 
You see (only visible at this time by the analysator) the red link Analysis inserted by Piet Bouma. With 

the magic stick you can go again to the analyzemode. With the red cross you can delete the analysis. 

And with the link Publish you can publish the analysis on public. 

We click on the last possibility:  
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And now we are in a form, where we can add additional information. For example, if this is an 

analysis of another player, then we can fill in here his name. And if the whole analysis is checked by a 

computer program (recommended), you can fill in this program. 

Click on Publish and we go to a special navigation screen, which will be explained later on at the 

chapter navigation. 

 

At the game at the analytical space, something is changed: 

 

 
The link Publish is not visible. And the annotator can still make changes  or delete the analysis. 

And this is what a visitor sees: 

 
The visitor can click on the link “Analysis inserted by” and can play the analysis. 

 

 

 

And to show, what is visible when you inserted additional information: 
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You see here in another an example, that Gerrit Boom has made this analysis and he has checked it 

with the program Kingsrow. 

 

Advice:  With the PDN 3.0 Standard it is possible to make nested variations and also more side 

variations at the same move. For an experienced user or connoisseur of de PDN 3.0 Standard it is 

possible (see also the chapter advanced methods) to make this complicated analysis. 

For a beginner I advise to make one variation at a move in the analysis. A good example is the 

analysis of Boom-Baliakin, which I earlier showed in preview. This looks in a part of the analyzemode 

as follows:  
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 Yellow highlighted the variations. Just one variation at a move. 
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F. Add PDN-analyze Turbodambase 

 

A lot of players/annotators have Turbodambase the program of Klaas Bor. In this program also there 

is the possibility to make an analysis (and also a computer check with Flits). This program also 

provides  PDN-notation of an analysis. For example, a part of the PDN-notation which is displayed at 

https://wereldtiteldammen.nl. This is an analysis of Gerrit Boom. 

 

 
 

We go again to the game, and now click on  Add PDN-analyze Turbodambase at the analytical space. 

 

 
 

And the following screen appears: 
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You can paste the full PDN of an analysed game from Turbodambase in the input box and then click 

on Submit. 

And now we go automatically to the previewmode: 
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With Back to game you can now go to the publish mode. So for players who  like to work with 

analysis of Turbodambase just four steps: 

1. Click on link Add PDN-analyze Turbodambase 

2. Paste the PDN-analyze into the input box 

3. Click on Back to game 

4. And at last Publish game 

 

And the analysis is completely public in Toernooibase. 

 

But you can in the screen above go also to the analyzemode, to insert some adjustments (for 

example carriage returns). 

This works the same as we earlier explained at the chapter Make analyze with Toernooibase. 

However, because this PDN does not have linebreaks at the moves, it is a little bit difficult relative to 

the input mode of Toernooibase. 

 

But when we adjust the PDN in the analyzemode it looks like this: 
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At the yellow highlights I have put in the analyzemode {<br>}  as earlier explained. The analysis looks 

much smoother. But that is of course a matter of taste. 

And…we have replaced the PDN-tags of Turbodambase by the PDN-tags of Toernooibase, so name is 

fullname and photos, titles and ratings are shown. Also the 1/2 – 1/2 chess score notation is changed 

in the right 1-1. 

In the next chapter Advanced methods I will explain how it is done. 
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G. Advanced methods, tips and tricks 

 

1. Use of the Analyze Board 

People who use the analytical space in Toernooibase to add remarks with variations already now the 

function of the Analyze Board. In the settings menu at the analyzemode you can open the Analyze 

Board: 

 

 
 

First you have to go in the applet at the position where you want to make a variation. 

Then click on Open Analyze Board: 
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Then use the analyseapplet for the variation. The FEN and notation will then be displayed on the 

right. Next step is to use the button Copy Variation. 

Then the variation is in your clipboard. 

The following step is to paste the variation at the right place (that is important, otherwise the 

analysis stops!) at the input box (notice that 

already the parentheses are added!). Then close Analyze Board with x. 

You can add the variation with some text and with Preview Changes and Submit 

Changes the variation with the Analyze Board is in the analysis: 
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Meanwhile we added also {<br>} in the analyzemode to make it a little bit smoother 

 

 2. Use the PDN tags of Toernooibase. 

In this game between Jan van Dijk and Martijn van IJzendoorn we have seen earlier, that the PDN 

was from the electronic board. And similar as with a PDN from Turbodambase no photos, titles, 

rating are shown. We can easy change the PDN tags with the “good(?)” tags from Toernooibase. 

We go to the original game in a new screen of Toernooibase. 

There we see the link PDN-game: 

 

 
 

We click on it, and see PDN generated with Toernooibase: 
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We copy the PDN-tags in our clipboard. 

Then we go to the analyzemode of the game. There we delete the PDN-tags and Paste from the 

clipboard the PDN-tags of Toernooibase: 

 

 
 

And now we go to the Previewmode: 
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Photos, titles are added. We can remove (if we want) in the PDN-tag also (WVM+OER). It is in 

Toernooibase added at the name because there are more players with the name Jan van Dijk….. 

 

3. Nested variations and side variations 

 

More complicated in a PDN (and to put it in the analyzemode) are nested variations and side 

variations.  

Klaas Bor has made in display Turbodambase a nice feature, however in the Oerterp-applet this is not 

(yet) included. Let’s see the first matchgame Boomstra-Shvartsman with Turbodambase: 

 

 
 

Yellow highlighted the side variations (A, A1, A2, B) and the nested variatons. 

The side variations are shown in an organized way. 

 

Let’s now see how the PDN works in Toernooibase: 
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From the PDN the parser of the Oerterp-applet chooses one main variation (the green line), then 

inserts subvariations (nested variations) at blue and red lines.  Side variations 41…12-18 en 41…11-17 

are shown in the same line (with a {<br>} it could be showed a little bit smoother). 

 

How is this part of the PDN is built: 

 

 
 

With the red highlight I show were part of analysis starts and where part of analysis finishes. 

We see that there are vijf parentheses that open: (    yellow highlighted 

And we see that vijf parentheses close:  ) 

When parentheses are not closed but followed by another open parenthese (  then there is a nested 

variation.  

The parser of Turbodambase sees() that on 36. 34-30 and 36. 48-43 side variations exists and then 

makes the A. and B. variation. And also at 38. 34-29 en 38. 48-42 the side variation is addressed at A1 

and A2. 

 

I think that it also possible is with the current gameparser of the Oerterp-applet, to show the 

analysisapplet in the organised way of Turbodambase. Then the side variation has to be opened and 

closed ( ) and then the next side variation must be opened and closed (which happens in the above 

PDN at the variations beginning with 41…12-18 and 41…11-17). And of course the variation then has 

to start with {A1}  en {A2} in text. 

But then you have to rebuilt the PDN from Turbodambase, which is a little bit tricky.    

 

With one nested variation the parser Turbodambase does exactly the same as parser Toernooibase. 

We pick an analysis of Frits Luteyn with Turbodambase: 
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And then Toernooibase/Oerterp-applet: 

 

 
 

The part of the PDN: 

 

 
 

The parentheses opens twice (nested variation) and closes then twice. Yellow highlighted. 

Well this nested variation is quite simple to make.  I advise, when you make an analyze PDN with 

Toernooibase, to begin with this nested variations, and when you are experienced then to look at 

side variations. 

 

Always keep in mind that the amount of open parentheses must be the same as the closing 

parentheses. Then you can also make nested variations (also three or more).  

But realize that display Turbodambase can be different to display Toernooibase. 
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H. Navigation, where can you find the analysis? 
 

Of course, there must be a place to find the analyses and to see what is inserted lately. Therefore I 

have changed the page Games: 

 

 
 

On the place where in the past the 10 recent inserted games were showed, now an link Overview 

analysed games and the 10 recent inserted games appear. 

The 10 recent inserted games you can also find at Last in database with a dropdown, so you can get 

there even a better selection. 

 

When a visitor clicks on a game he get first the original game on the screen, with the choice to go to 

the Analysis inserted by Piet Bouma: 

 

 
 

When a visitor clicks on the overview analysed games he sees next screen (from the test 

environment of Toernooibase): 

 

 
In this overview you see more informative, about the analysis. Who has inserted, who was officially 

author and in which tournament the game was played. With clicking on the link you go also again to 

the game, with the choice to go to the analysis. 
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A player who has the rights to insert a analysis, sees a little bit more: 

 

 
 

Hendrik Veenstra (who has in the test environment also rights to input an analysis) has also tested 

some things. However, he has not made the last step: Publish the analysis. When an analysis is 

published the date will turn green, while at an analysis which not is finished the date stays black.  

So he can see what is in his “working stock” and of course also the analysis which are published. 

 

 

And as administrator I have given me complete rights in the following screen (of course also from the 

test environment): 

 

 
So I can see what is in the “working stock” of other users and also the working stock of myself and 

which games are published. 

 

When the amount of analysis becomes very great, then there will be made an alphabetical choice of 

authors. But I have to wait how much players are enthusiastic about this opportunity to insert 

analysis into Toernooibase. 
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I. Issues 
 

There are still a few issues, which have to been solved. 

 

1. Scrolling of the analysis sync with applet 

When you play the applet the window next the applet does not scroll. So when the notation and 

analysis is long then you have to scroll it by yourself. At the original applet Hendrik Veenstra has 

made this automatically scrolling, so I think he comes within some weeks with a proper solution . 

 

2. Move strength 

In the official PDN 3.0 Standard documentation this is described as follow: 

 
This should mean that ? or ! or ?? or !? or !!,  could be embraced in brackets like this: 

{?}.  But the parser of the Oerterp-applet in Toernooibase does not allow immediately a sign after de 

number of the notation. There is always a space after the number. 

For example: 1. 32-28 18-23 2. 37-32  ??  looks not really good. So there will be searched for a 

solution to solve this little problem. 

In Turbodambase Klaas Bor has solved the problem in another way. He introduces signs as $1, $2 to 

produce the ? etc.. For example: 

 

 
 

At this moment in Toernooibase the signs $1, $2 etc. are filtered out of the PDN, because the parser 

does not understand this tokens. Maybe it is a solution, but at the moment I feel more for a solution 

of {?} in brackets immediately after the notation.  

The $1, $2 solution is also not described as an official PDN-notation. 
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J. Epilogue 
 

Well, with this manual it is possible for – as mentioned – about 130 users of Toernooibase, to make 

and publish complete analysis of games. 

I am really happy that this 1.0 version of making an analysis is now available. It was a great wish of 

me to make this since 2014, but also a lot of work and effort. 

 

I want to say many thanks to Hendrik Veenstra, developer of the Oerterp-applet for all his help, 

advise etc. 

The Oerterp-applet is a very useful applet in draughts world, used everywhere. Hendrik deserves a 

lot of appreciation from the draughts world for the development! 

Also thanks to Gerrit Boom who acted as a tester of the first analysis I have showed him. He gave 

some tips, I could include in the development. Also he gave permission to publish his analysis of the 

games of the world title match Boomstra – Shvartsman into to Toernooibase.  

Gerrit, thank you! 

 

And now I challenge the 130 users to make their own analysis in Toernooibase. It would be very nice 

that “home analysts” like Martin Dolfing, Paul Oudshoorn, Kees Pippel but also maybe Aleksej 

Domchev, Alexey Chizhov, Roel Boomstra etc. etc. would show us their “most memorable game of 

other players” and their “own most memorable game”  with a complete analyze of their thoughts 

about this games. Especially when they already are used with the Turbodambase method, it takes 

just four steps to publish in Toernooibase! 

A little bit like the episodes there were in the famous magazine “Dammen” in the past, but now in a 

new digital version. 

 

In Toernooibase I now have placed the games of the match Boomstra – Shvartsman but also two 

memorable games Hermelink – Agafonow and Boom – Baliakin. This were the first historical columns 

(I hope that I not have violated copyright...) of Ton Sijbrands in De Volkskrant and Harm Wiersma in 

De Telegraaf.   

Columns that ended sadly the last years by decision of their editorial superiors. I hope that this 

analyse possibility for draughts players in Toernooibase will replace this loss for Dutch players and 

other players in the world. And maybe Ton and Harm will one day also publish in Toernooibase…. 

 

Of course the analyse possibility will be developed further as people are used to. The inserting of first 

analytical remarks in the analytical space of Toernooibase are also not the same as nowadays… So 

always there is room for improvement.  

 

I especially think of combining the two windows/stages analyzemode and previewmode if possible. 

And also to let the Analytical Board jump over the Gameboard when an analytical variation is 

inserted. 

And another option is to give this possibility free for all users of Toernooibase, and that visitors can 

filter the analysis of the best players (> 1300 KNDB-rating). 

 

But first of all I also like to know how people who use this function think about improvements, tips, 

difficulties etc. to make it better. So feedback is very welcome! 

And final: enjoy this new feature! 

 

 

Piet Bouma, Harlingen, 18 mei 2019 

pboumaharl@hetnet.nl 


